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It seems that Mother Nature hasnʼt gotten the memo that we have three more weeks until weʼre supposed
to get summer temperatures. People are busting out their shorts, tank tops, and flip flops and enjoying the
warm weather. The one thing that officially started on Victoria Day is the long awaited, much anticipated
Patio Season. Lines have started, wait times have increased, and predictably, beer consumption has
increased. Who doesnʼt enjoy a cold, crisp, refreshing beer on a hot summer day relaxing with your friends
on a great patio? The answer is no one, and thatʼs exactly what Mirella Amato is counting on. 

Canadaʼs first female beer sommelier, Mirella Amato is breaking boundaries personally and professionally by
turning her passion for beer into a full-time career. Some of us have our personal favourite, and no matter
the day, time, weather, setting or meal, we order that same old beer. This is one thing that Mirella has never
adhered to. She became enamored with beer very early on in her life - legally of course - and developed a
hobby for discovering breweries and trying new beers as often as she could with her friends. She was
intrigued by the wide array of varieties available across Canada and she was of the firm belief that people
shouldnʼt  stick to one style of beer because of the amazing selection out there to choose from.

As a mathematics geek turned writer, drastic career switches never seem to shock me too much, but
Mirellaʼs story definitely piqued an interest. She currently possesses a degree in Performance and is a
trained opera singer. Iʼm pretty sure youʼve never met an opera-singing beer sommelier. She jokes that
although it seems like the two careers are polar opposites, her training as an opera singer has helped her
through various public speaking and educational engagements, so it seems to have all  worked out.

She officially made the switch from opera singer to full  time beer enthusiast in 2006. She decided to work
closely with local breweries in an effort to raise awareness and help them promote their brews. As a
freelance businesswoman, her success hinges on her enthusiasm and passion to always broaden her
horizons. In 2007, she joined the Canadian Amateur Brewers Association and started her effort to
achieve certification to become a beer judge. In order to get the certification, you have to be well versed in
world beer styles, tastes, aroma, appearance, and texture, just to name a few, so it was no small feat when
she gained that accreditation.

When you think of beer drinkers you may automatically think of loud, boisterous hockey fans with a beer
belly to prove how passionate they are about their brews. Amato at first glance does not look like your
typical beer drinker, but her recent certification will prove to any skeptics she knows what sheʼs talking
about. After an intense few months of researching and speaking with local brewers as well as tapping into
her knowledge gained from her Beer Judging Certificate, she travelled to the US and sat the Cicerone exam
on April  29th, 2010. With this certification, she is no longer a beer judging aficionado, but is instead a beer
sommelier.

“The science of a good beer is multidimensional because there is the chemistry, biology, and history of
learning and understanding that.” Amato has founded Beerology,  which are guided beer-tasting sessions in
the Toronto area to help people with picking the right beer or for people who are interested in just sampling
different beers that theyʼve never been exposed to before. Amato wants people to approach beer selection
ready and open to different flavours. She says that even non-beer drinkers who come to her tastings usually
find at least one or two that they really enjoy. She confesses that itʼs easier to open the mindset of non-beer
drinkers because they have not settled in the comfort zone of one favourite beer. They are a bit more
adventurous and are usually shocked by the wide range of flavours. “I have such a wide array of beers from
4% to 8 or 9% alcohol content with flavours like chocolate or caramel and crisp or warming beers. There is a
drink for every occasion.”

Amatoʼs focus is to raise awareness and come up with new ways to communicate what she has learned
about the world of beer. She is going to be engaged in summer festivals like the Toronto Festival of Beer
with her 2nd Girl Guided Tour.  She is also continuing with her CBC column, Here and Now,  as well as
hosting podcasts for the Ontario Craft Brewers.  “I have optimistic curiosity and I could have never
imagined it would be this well received and there would be so many opportunities.”

The interview wouldnʼt be complete if I  didnʼt ask this beer guru what her favourite was. Laughing off my
question, she told me her favourite beer depends on what sheʼs eating or the weather or mood sheʼs in.
When sheʼs making a choice at a local pub, she must try the beer that sheʼs never tasted before because
her passion is not for picking a favourite, itʼs for satisfying her natural curiosity to learn the whole wide world
of beer.
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